
Who Whom

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

Once upon a time there lived a merchant _______ was exceedingly rich.1.

That evening I went and took tea with the bookseller and his wife, both of
_______, particularly the latter, overwhelmed me with civility.
2.

Besides, I have myself a son to _______ I propose to leave the estate
intact.
3.

She almost envied those beings to _______ the preparation for pleasure
affords the greatest part of the enjoyment.
4.

He looked at his daughter, _______ continued cold and silent.5.

I asked of the workman _______ made it.6.

In short, he wanted a person of good personal appearance and education,
in _______ he might confide in every way.
7.

The manly gentlemen with _______ he was now brought in contact entered
into his feelings, and admitted that it was an office no one could desire, to turn
against the craft in which he sailed.

8.

Then it was Phil _______ warned them.9.

Do you know of any one _______ wants a horse?10.

He looked at the third man, _______ had not spoken.11.

Had a call from a friend _______ had just been round the world.12.

The one _______ looks like a lion.13.

She is the one _______ wants to be a mother.14.

A man _______ carried a bundle of straw.15.

The six men _______ were already there waiting rose to their feet.16.
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He lived for something else besides himself, and his memory will never
die out of the hearts of those for _______ he lived and labored.
17.

She was followed by another female, about forty, stout and vulgar-looking,
at _______ I scarcely glanced, my whole attention being absorbed by the tall
girl.

18.

Our masters treated us with contempt, and we fell into utter disgrace with
our companions, from _______ we concealed our secret studies for fear of
being laughed at.

19.

Sometimes there is, perhaps, reason to fear that girls will be too highly
educated for their own happiness, if they are lifted by their culture out of the
range of the practical and every-day working youth by _______ they are
surrounded.

20.
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